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Is American higher ed changing? Responding to 
challenges with change?

At the heart of the AACU 
experience: concerns about the 

how to respond to change
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High value associated with getting an 
education

75 percent of high school graduates already are enrolling in 
college within two years of graduation

67 percent of students matriculate immediately after 
completing high school. 

An even higher number—94 percent of current high school 
students—say they want to attend college after high school.
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however, there are issues

• Jarring disconnect between aspiration and actual 
achievement. 

• Of students who begin high school at age fourteen, fewer 
than three in ten will hold a baccalaureate degree twelve 
years later, while one in five will still not have finished 
high school. 
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AACU is worried about the completion 
issue trumping the quality issue

Student success in college cannot be defined only in terms 
of enrollment, persistence, and degree completion. 

These metrics, while important, miss entirely the question 
of whether students who have placed their hopes for the 
future in higher education are actually achieving the kind 
of learning they need.  





Americans have entered a global century that presents 
“greater expectations” for knowledge in every area of life. 
This new era calls on higher education to set significantly 
higher standards for student achievement while avoiding 
the disadvantages of standardization.  









the good news

our liberal arts curriculum has much in it that AACU 
asks for

learning communities (active learning)

mapping and assessing learning

writing intensive courses

service learning (active learning)

diversity/global learning





Butfreshman seminars and experiences

involving students in outcomes and mapping (beyond 
credit hr accumulation) 

integrative learning: away from disciplinary silos

common intellectual experiences 

book of the year; common seminars (science and 
religion; tech and culture; revolution, evolution and 
change)

“science as science is done”: undergrad research

collaborative assignments and projects
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we were impressed by the “story” at 
W and J; 

it formed the basis for everything there 
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After hearing President Haring-Smith, team considered a 
story as a beginning

 The team has embraced the system motto for 
its own and as a guiding light to re-imagine a 

coherent and connected core: “Above all 
nations,  humanity.” The team wished to 

reclaim this motto as an act of furthering its 
vision of revitalization. This will be our guide 
as we choose our stories (eg “I like the person 
I’m becoming”) of sacrifice, of generosity, of 
understanding, of travail,  of determination, 
of insight, of belonging, of reaching out. The 
team will use this motto as it approaches its 

action plan below.

We threw out the plan we came with

“But 

I liked my 

plan”
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UH M is preparing to assess itself in 
all sorts of ways

UH M is setting up systems that assess learning in over 
90 programs

                          in College of Ed

Campus wide Program Review

program assessment results

curricular mapping

time to completion, etc
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But AACU inspires us to go beyond 

Much of what we measure points to the 
need to build a community of learners and 
scholars

We need to build around a common 
purpose; find community and relevance

“we need to come 
together”



CSU and IUPUI: institutional level outcomes; 



We do have a some 
elements on the 
institutional level (eg, 
NSSE)

And we do have 
outcomes being 

written for our CORE
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question: how to validate our vision

15-20 grads from around the nation

We ask them questions about global trends, 
economic forces, social issues, environment, 
science, justice, ethics, etc...

Will we detect the Manoa grad? Should we be able 
to? 



What makes the Mānoa experience unique relative to other university 
experiences? In what distinctive and fundamental manner should students 
be changed by virtue of their experience with Mānoa? What core values 

and competencies should students develop by way of the Mānoa 
Experience? .... 

What makes the Mānoa Experience unique is the confluence of 
geographical, cultural, and historical characteristics of Hawai‘i and, by 
extension, Mānoa. Consequently, the social, cultural, and educational 

experiences provided by Mānoa should incorporate values and 
competencies that reflect the unique characteristics of our State and 
University, and the people who make up the diverse population of the 

State. 

From UH Manoa’s Institutional Plan: 
“Defining the Mānoa Experience” 



we claim the Manoa Experience is built into the core

“Seen my plan?”



Institutional 
Measures:

We will 
measure our 
liberal arts 
core impact 
at the end of 
a student’s 
time with us

integrative thinking
values

skills: written, quantitative, 
etc



 e-portfolios: an excellent way to measure  impact of 
“our story”

submission 1: “The person I hope to 
become”

submission 2: jr. level writing: How 
“Who I am becoming” and “What I 
am learning” compares to freshmen 
submission

submission 3: capstone experience 
submission: “Who have I become?” In an era where athletes are 

criticized for huge salaries and ego, 
how can you not like a guy who says 
about why he decided to come back 
to his new-home: “I like the person 
I’m becoming here.”



Proposal for Partnership

continue to share with you what progress we make

but also ask you to have input on what students should learn

assignment..

look at the hallmarks and the “Manoa Experience” as defined in our 
strategic Proposal

look at AACU’s outcomes

Read “College Learning”

 http://www.aacu.org/leap/documents/GlobalCentury_final.pdf

http://www.aacu.org/leap/documents/GlobalCentury_final.pdf
http://www.aacu.org/leap/documents/GlobalCentury_final.pdf


after looking at the proposal write “will” statements for 
what you see there

assess how we match up to AACU outcomes

react to the article on “College Learning”

send your response to Krystyna Aune at ....

if we see you were interested in this,  we will meet 
again to discuss what you put together





END



END




